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VIBEKE VANDRUP MARTENS

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND
INSITU PRESERVATION OF URBAN

ARCHAEOLOGICAL DEPOSITS

— An information resource and a preservation challenge

ABSTRACT

This paper presents same of the challenges of
in situ preservation of medieval urban archae
ological deposits in Norway. Environmental
monitoring is presented as a method to study
preservation factors, and the paper discusses
the consequences of choosing to preserve in
sitti, including the risks of loss of contextual
information.

INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades the aim of herit
age management has changed from rescuing
cultural heritage from destruction through
documentation and excavation to preserva
tion in situ. This applies both to standing
struetures and archaeological deposits. This
change ofpoliey has been formulated in two
international charters and subsequently in
corporated into the national legislation of the
countries that have ratified these. The Con
vention Coneeming the Protection of World
Cultural and Natural Heritage was adopted
by the General Assembly of UNESCO in
1972 (http://whc.unesco.org). The European
Convention on the Protection of the Archaeo

logical Heritage (www.conventions.coe.int),
also known as the Malta or Valletta Conven
tion was agreed on in 1992. Far from being a
passive approach of leaving the archaeologi
cal sites alone and letting their natural dete
rioration proceed, the new policy calls for ac
tive monitoring of structures and deposits in
order to prevent or minimize damages caused
by natural or cultural factors (Williams &
Corefield 2003; Willems 2008).

The Malta convention was designated
to proteet the archaeologieal heritage as a
source of the European collective memory
and as an instrument for historical and scien
tific study. As a result, the strategy for preser
vation of the national heritage is already now
and will in future be undertaken by seeking
ta preserve archaeological sites, urban and
rural, primarily in situ. The concept of in situ
preservation implies that the cultural berit
age should remain unchanged forever’ as
opposed to the earlier strategy of rescuing
through archaeological investigation.

However, archaeological sites and de
posits or cultural layers are specific geo
ecosystems afl’ected by environmental pro
cesses (Smit et cii. 2006; Martens 2008). To
ensure that in siw preservation may even be
considered a possibility and ensuring that
the archaeological record is not simply lefi
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to vanish without attempting to document it,
knowledge about the current state of conser
vation and Ihe physical and chemical condi
tions for future preservation is necessary.
This accumulated knowledge, and a search
for mitigation strategies and remedial actions
ifor when eritical levels are reached, is called
‘environmental monitoring’.

Archaeological remains are threatened
by a number of factors such as wear through
use, agriculture, maintenance of infrastruc
ture, construction work, and natural forces.
The focus in this paper is the preservation Ihe
invisible and vulnerable heritage type ‘urban
archaeological deposits’. Special to the wet
or waterlogged archaeological deposits is the
preserved organic matter. The deposits are an
immense source of information about past ac
tivities, at least for as long as archaeologists
are able to interpret the contextual mean
ing. Degradation of archaeological deposits
is caused first and foremost by oxidation of
organic or inorganic material, leading to de
composition and loss of organic matter and
thus compression ofthe deposits (Matthiesen
et al. 2006). The management, preservation,
and conservation of archaeological sites in
sii’u are complex tasks requiring a basis of
multi-disciplinary knowledge. It is a rela
tively new tool to be used in the management
ofcultural heritage (Smit er at 2006, Reed &
Martens 2008).

MATERIAL

An example ofthe impacts ofthe Malta con
vention concems the arehaeology of the me
dieval towns of Norway’. The Norwegian
medieval towns are the country’s largest stat
utory protected cultural heritage sites. They
are important sources of knowledge about

life and activities ofboth prehistoric and me
dieval Norway, and they are important physi
cal archives for the present and future expe
riences of that part of the country’s history.
They are also a very limited archaeological
resource, as remains of medieval oceupa
tion are preserved in only eight present-day
towns. In addition, seven smaller popula
tion centres and market places had an urban
character during the Middle Ages, but all of
these had lost their importance by the end of
that period, and are now either sparsely popu
lated or farm land (Helle et at 2006). Thus
these archaeological remains are indeed a
very limited resource. To proteet them, the
stated aim of the Norwegian Ministry of
Environment and the Norwegian Directo
rate of Cultural Heritage is to preserve the
underground archives and at the same time
establish conditions for continued use of the
pertinent areas (Parliamentary Report no. 16
[2004-2009:29) and limit the allowed dis
turbance and loss of deposits to maximum
0.5 % a year (Parliamentary Report no. 16
[2004-2005]:16). It is also adhering to the
guidelines in the new standard from 2009
(NS 9451:2009) about ‘Cultural property.
Requirements on environmental monitoring
and investigation ofcultural deposits’. Conse
quently the national strategy for dealing with
urban archaeological sites is now primarily
one ofpreservation in sin.’ wherever possible.
In addition, very few infrastructure projects
that need excavation are allowed; instead
there has been a focus on drilling and extract
ing archaeological and geochemical informa
tion from these drilled samples about the pre
sent state of conservation and the conditions
for future preservation. This policy requires a
basis for assessment and management, and it
is a huge change in the performance and fo
cus ofarchaeology. The question is, however,

In Norway the post-medieval remains are not protected by Iaw as required through the Malta convention.
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whether we are able to ensure that additional
material is not lost? Furthermore, sinee medi
eval town deposits are so limited a resource
in Norway even a 0.5% loss per year wilI in
evitably lead to a point when everytbing is
lost. In opposition to most other types of ar
chaeological remains this record wiII not con
stantly be renewed by diseoveries of hitherto
unknown sites. Many studies dealing with the
feasibility of in situ preservation have done
this without debating to which extent this is
the desired solution (Membeiy 2008; Mar
tens 2010).

A great deterioration factor is urbaniza
tion, specifically the effects of development
projeets on the natural and cultural values in
the landscape both in the towns and on the
fringes oftowns. The continued development
and maintenance of the infrastructure of the
city; roads, subways, pipelines, and sewage
systems are all destructive factors. Not only
do these structures in themselves represent
threats to the cultural heritage but they also
infiuence and ehange the surrounding envi
ronment leading to known or unpredicted
effeets on the conditions for preservation of
archaeological deposits, whieh where not di
rectly involved in the building projeets. Thus
there is a strong need for knowledge about
the deterioration processes and their effeets
on different scales in time and spaee. That
knowledge forms the basis of strategie de
velopment and a sustainable management of
cultural heritage and the semi-natural ecosys
tems of the archaeological deposits.

The focus on the Middle Ages is a conse
quence of the Norwegian Cultural Heritage
Act, which only gives automatic protection
to archaeological deposits until 1537, the
time of the Reformation. This time limit is
highly debatable, since it concerns a ehange
in official religion, from Catholic to Luther-
an Protestantism, and not a change in mate
rial culture, at least not immediately. While

archaeological deposits only are proteeted if
they are older than 1537, standing buiidings
are proteeted until 1650. Paradoxically this
proteetion gap of more than 100 years be
tween the listed deposits and the listed build
ings on top of them means that it is legal to
remove the early post-medieval deposits that
these protected buildings are resting on, with
out archaeological documentation.

Since the 1980s, attempts have been made
to reduce the impact of new development on
the finite and non-renewable resources of the
urban arehaeological deposits (e.g. Lunde
1985:129; summarized by Gardelin 2002).
Most historical towns are situated in the ex
act same spot as the modem town centre.
As a eonsequence, they are exposed to more
threats than any other single listed monu
ment in Norway. Building activities, land de
velopment, and the continued development
and maintenance of the infrastructure of the
towns; roads, subways, pipelines, and sew
age systems, have a profound impact on the
limited, buried information resources. Distur
bances may occur either through the removal
of archaeological deposits, or through their
in situ modifleation, both of which lead to a
loss of eontextual information, and reduction
in the potential for archaeological investiga
tion and interpretation. In cases where heavy
Ioads are imposed, deposit deformation may
be aceompanied by damage to fragile ar
tefacts and ecofacts (Williams & Corefield
2003). Biological and geochemical processes
impact upon the preservation of archaeologi
cal deposits when oxygen is added, water is
drained and organic and inorganie remains
are degraded. The same situation exists for
the Viking Age and Early Medieval urban
settlements in the present rural landseape,
though the threats to these consist mostly of
changes in land use in addition to drainage
and perforation ofthe deposits.
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Preservation in situ is not only important
for the protection of the historie archive but
also for modern urban and landseape de
velopment, as many existing buildings are
founded on arehaeologieal deposits, and deg
radation of the deposits results in settiement
damages.

Research on in situ preservation of
archaeological deposits has so far coneen
trated mainly on the deposits in the satu
rated zone below the water table (Matthiesen
et a!. 2006). Research projeets condueted at
Bryggen in Bergen in Norway, and at a num
ber of sites in the UK, the Netherlands, and
olher European eountries (Christensson 2004;
Keevill et at 2004, Matthiesen 2004; NIKU
& RA 2008) have shown that arehaeologi
cal deposits are usually very well preserved
under strongly anoxie conditions (laeking
oxygen) that are predominantly observed in
waterlogged environments (Caple 1998; Hu
isman 2009).

Large volumes of archaeologieal depos
its in most parts of the medieval towns are,
however, situated in the unsaturated zone
above the water table where the layers may
be wet but are not permanently waterlogged.
In this zone, oxygen can be transported by
pereolating rain water to the archaeologieal
deposits or by diffusion of oxygen through
unsaturated sol! layers. Very Hule informa
tion is available about the environmental con
ditions determining the preservation condi
tions of these archaeological deposits. This is
mainly due to the laek of adequate methods
to measure the physical, ehemical, and bio
logical conditions in the unsattirated zone and
there is thus a need to combine difl’erent sei
entiflc disciplines for the charaeterisation of
Ihe state ofconservation. These deposits may
be rather dry and porous, leaving littie chance
for preservation of organie artefaets, and giv
ing eeofacts a hard time surviving. The p0-
rosity ofthe layers leads to additional degra

dation, enabling oxygen carried through air
or water to penetrate deep into the deposits
(Peacoek 2002; Hartnik et at 2000). This is
gradually rendering the deposits less legible,
so that even if not all artefacts and ecofacts
may be lost, soon their stratigraphical context
may be. In addition, the state of preservation
and the environmental conditions in the un
saturated zone are expeeted to deviate more
in time and space than those in the saturated
zone because the aqueous phase does not
govern the conditions to the same extent (Hu
isman 2009; Martens 2010).

A way to at least secure maximum in
formation on the state of preservation of
these deposits when they are investigated by
arehaeologists is to use standardized docu
mentation sheets when describing and deter
mining the components ofthe layer and their
internal distribution, as weIl as defining their
current state of preservation. This descrip
tion must inelude information about the state
of the organie materials, defined through
smell and breakage strength (Smit et al.
2006; Huisman 2009; NIKU & RA 2008;
NS 9451:2009). In order to prediet the future
potential of preservation, the arehaeologists
use the aid of geochemists, geophysicists,
microbiologists, and hydro geologists, mea
suring soil humidity, soil temperature, poro
sity, content of organie matter (through loss
on ignition), pR (acidity and alkalinity), and
redox potential (measuring nitrate, sulphate,
chloride, phosphor, 2 and 3 value iron, etc.)
(Johansen et at 2010; Martens et at 2008;
NIKU & RA 2008; NS 9451:2009; Voren
hout & Smit 2006).

DISCIJSSION

Contextual information is erucial for under
standing a site and for making the artefaets
‘talk’ about the past. Without its context most
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ofthe information inherent in an artefaet may
be lost. If the in situ preservation policy is
carried too far, it is in risk ofjeopardizing the
information potential in the hidden and unin
vestigated archaeological deposits (see e.g.
Huisman 2009:91). The aim ofenvironmen
ta! monitoring is to avoid this, but ifsome an
nual degradation — even the slightest - is ac
cepted, when wiII the deposits be so degraded
that it is impossible to read the most essential
information from them? When is the story
Iost? Someone must take the responsibility
for this. These are crucial issues that we as
archaeologists and conservators need to deal
with (see also Membery 2008). The Norwe
gian state has so far aecepted a yearly loss of
maximum 0.5% of all archaeological herit
age, but is a loss which is difficult to estimate
and even more difficult to control.

If the archaeological remains cannot be
preserved in sin.’, they may be rescued for
the future by excavation, documentation
and conservation in museums and research
institutes. However, both artefacts and eco
faets may be degraded during storage. It is
therefore of interest to compare preservation
in silu with preservation ex situ in order to
achieve a reliable proteetion and preserva
tion of the archaeological deposits and their
contextual, historical information. It is also
true that excavation methods and strategies
are changing and so are the methods and ca
pacities for documentation. Accordingly, it is
important that some part of the past is left for
the future to investigate. It is the aim of ar
ehaeology to interpret the remains ofeultural
history, to be able to tell the stories of what
happened, or at least what might have hap
pened. It is necessary to discuss to which ex
tent we can allow archaeological remains to
degrade before they lose their stratigraphical
and contextual meaning, and become unread
able. Research is needed on how to react ifor
when il can be measured that thresho!d lim

its are reached. Another erucial question is
how the rescuing of information through ex
cavations or further in situ conservation may
be financed. In a developer pays system, it
may be increasingly difficult to get accep
tance for funding of full archaeological ex
cavations, if some developers are allowed to
only pay for minor investigations and a few
years of monitoring. Further discussions are
needed on what happens If a site designated
to in situ preservation and monitoring shows
signs of aceelerating degradation. Who takes
responsibility, and who wilI pay for a rescue
excavation, ifthe original developer was only
asked to pay for monitoring? All ofthe above
aspects must be taken into consideration be
fore making decisions on whether to preserve
a site in siw or investigate archaeologically.•

Vibeke Vandrup Martens
vvm@niku.no

Norwegian Institute for Cultural
Heritage Research (NIKU)
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